Sherwin-Williams is committed to developing innovative coatings and programs to help protect your property investments, control costs and maximize efficiencies.

High-Quality Coatings
- A wide range of high-performance coating systems for walls, floors, roofs and concrete surfaces.
- Coating options that meet the most stringent VOC regulations.
- All latex and water-based paints are tinted with GREENGUARD GOLD certified ColorCast Ecotoner® colorants, which do not add to the VOC content and won’t compromise the thickness or coverage of the paint. Only Sherwin-Williams has color formulas calibrated specifically for every product and every sheen to provide outstanding color accuracy and vibrancy.

Specialty Coatings
- Product innovations like Dry Erase Clear Coating — turns most any wall into a dry erase board; Tuff Surface™ Premium Texture Finish easily applied for a knockdown, splatter or orange peel texture; and Anti-Graffiti Coating for easy graffiti removal.
- Heavy-duty floor coatings and decorative systems including terrazzo.

More than Coatings
- Wallcovering collections are available in popular styles and colors.
- From carpet and vinyl to tile and ceramic, a wide selection of flooring is available with fast, professional installation.
- Applicators, tools and equipment to get the job done right.

Service & Reliability
- With 4,000 stores and 2,400 representatives, we provide fast, local service and onsite assistance. Products are readily available at Sherwin-Williams stores every day.
- Your Sherwin-Williams representative can provide a Custodian™ Report detailing all of your products and colors for easy future maintenance.
- Centralized account management and national account teams offer customized solutions that can help standardize purchases, stabilize costs, simplify processes and maximize supply chain efficiencies.
- Sign up on myS-W.com to manage your account online. Access your balances, make payments, set communication preferences and save your favorite products, colors and more.
- Savings every day to every pro with ProDiscounts™. Save 15% off list price on painting supplies; 20% off list price on case lot quantities on over 150 popular items and volume pricing on paints and coatings with your Sherwin-Williams pro account.

Color & Aesthetics
- Color design services help create an inviting and appealing environment to attract guests and help you stay competitive. Computer photo imaging for easier exterior color selection.
- Exclusive ColorSnap® Precision computerized color matching for quick, accurate matches in any sheen. Formulas archived for 6 years for color consistency.

We can help you standardize purchases, stabilize costs, consolidate orders and directly source your products. We own our own manufacturing and distribution facilities, stores and transportation fleet, which means our buying power and resources ensure you get the best value and complete consistency. We have been serving the professional market since 1866. No other company is better trained or better prepared to assist you. Just ask Sherwin-Williams.
Formaldehyde reducing technology† helps rooms stay fresher longer. Delivers four years of protection from bacteria including Staph, MRSA and Enterobacter aerogenes. Escherichia coli (E. coli) or VRE.* Paint Shield kills greater than 99.9% of bacteria that can cause serious illness.

Harmony® Zero VOC Interior Acrylic Latex delivers an appealing knockdown, bold, vivid accents. Easily applied with airless and touchup. Meets the most stringent VOC regulations. Has achieved GREENGUARD GOLD Certification.‡

ProIndustrial™ Water Based Acrolon™ 100 is a water-based acrylic emulsion, interior/low and leveling, non-yellowing and a low sheen. Available in all colors including white. It has exceptional stain and early rust resistance and is moisture-tolerant during application of a water-based coating. Cures rapidly with excellent chemical performance and flexibility are provided. A wide selection of name-brand Flame Buster™ and Loxon® products are certified to GREENGUARD standards for indoor environments. For more information, visit ul.com/gg.

Sherwin-Williams provides a full range of coating solutions to protect and beautify every type of material in your facility. Whether it’s protective wallcovering to preserve and enhance walls, hardwood floors for beauty and protection, or entry doors and traffic areas combining both aesthetic appeal and high performance. Inpro® products have the solutions that stand the test of time and help you meet demanding budgets, timelines, and performance requirements. Concrete Coatings have the solutions that stand the test of time and help you conserve energy savings. Induction technology reduces energy consumption by up to 70%.

UL® 90% reflectivity, surface temperatures are reduced by up to 40°F (22°C) and the threat of rain or dew will not slow down your productivity. UNIFLEX® ROOF COATINGS and other products combine the durability of a urethane, stain and blocking. It forms a thick, flexible layer for extended performance in one less coat, with appeal and high performance. Sherwin-Williams H&C® offers a full range of high performance finishes. From high performance finishes to solutions for parking structures including: parking garage, chemical storage, pool deck, trim, walls, ceiling, parking structures.
Sherwin-Williams provides a full range of coating solutions to protect and beautify every area of your hospitality facility. Your local Sherwin-Williams representative can assist in developing specifications for your performance, budget, deadlines and VOC requirements.

**Interior/Exterior Paints**

- **Interior Acrylic Latex**
  - Easy-to-apply coating for commercial or residential use.
  - Provides excellent durability and washability.

- **ProIndustrial**
  - Designed for fast installation, quick return on investment.
  - Available in a variety of colors.

- **Pro Mar 200 Zero VOC Interior Latex**
  - A water-based acrylic emulsion, interior/exterior use.

- **ProMar Gold**
  - High performance, excellent hide.
  - Available in a variety of colors.

- **ArmorSeal**
  - A high performance, single-component urethane.
  - Self-priming and self-sealing.

- **ProShield Epoxy**
  - High performance, moisture-tolerant.

**Floor Coatings**

- **Easylay**
  - Easy to lay, fast installation.
  - Available in a variety of colors.

- **Loxon XP**
  - A single-component, high-build floor coating.
  - Self-priming and self-leveling.

**Sealants**

- **Uniflex**
  - A high-performance, high-reflectivity sealant.
  - 90% reflectivity, cooling properties.

**Laundry/Storage**

- **White Board**
  - A water-based acrylic emulsion, ideal for laundry and storage areas.

**Other Products**

- **Inpro**
  - Designed for high-traffic, demanding conditions.
  - Available in a variety of colors.

- **Paint Shield**
  - A new technology for true washability and durability.
  - Ideal for painted surfaces.

- **ProClassic Enamels**
  - Exceptional wet and dry hide.

- **Water Based Epoxy**
  - Advanced toughness and durability.

- **Vinyl Acrylic Urethane**
  - Outstanding durability and color.

- **PermaLast Acrylic Exterior Latex**
  - Excellent hide and protection.

- **Ceramic Floor Coatings**
  - Abrasion and chemical resistant.

- **Concrete Coatings**
  - Engineered to stand up to the demands of heavy-duty environments.

- **Concrete Stains**
  - Available in a variety of colors.

- **Water Repellents**
  - Protects from water intrusion.

**Certifications**

- **GREENGUARD Certification**
  - Meets the most stringent VOC regulations.

- **E. coli and Staph, MRSA and VRE**
  - Provides protection from bacteria.

- **MoistureGuard Technology**
  - Moisture-tolerant during application.

- **PermaLast Technology**
  - Moisture-resistant, excellent hide.

**Additional Information**

- **User手册**
  - Available in a variety of languages.

- **Project Planning Guide**
  - Provides guidance for project planning.

**Contact Information**
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Your single-source supplier for all the solutions that keep the needs of the hospitality market covered.